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Parenting

Teaching kids to share—and care
How can parents help their
children develop a sharing/caring
attitude?

Social Skills

“His piece is bigger!”
There’s nothing like one piece of
cake or one popsicle to start a full-scale
battle between siblings over who got
the biggest piece.
Since treats don’t really fall under
the “need” category, parents can solve
the her-piece-is-bigger-than-mine
dilemma by this method: one child
divides the item and the other child
gets first choice.
Both children quickly learn to cut
equal pieces.
One mother handles the problem
this way: “I just take a bite out of the
bigger piece,” she says.
Sometimes an outrageous or
humorous response works far better
than seriousness.
Another parent offers an alternative treat: two pieces of candy for one
popsicle, for instance. o

give for attempting suicide, using
drugs and alcohol, and running away.

• Start early. Various studies
demonstrate that even infants have
surprisingly generous instincts and
like to share.

On the other hand, such issues
are almost non-existent in homes
where parents consistently work at
showering their children with love
and respect.

Most parents have the experience
of witnessing the baby, eating in a
high chair, spontaneously pick up a
piece of food from the tray and offer
it to them.

• Commend your child for acts
of caring and sharing. This is not as
obvious as it appears because children
seldom bring attention to their acts
of compassion and kindness.

Parents can begin planting the
seeds of compassion when their
children are infants.

Parents constantly need to be on
the lookout for signs of caring and
sharing and then praise the child for
his or her behavior.

Benjamin Spock cited this example: “If a toy is offered but the
baby doesn’t want to let go, don’t try
to pull it away from him. That will only
bring out his possessiveness.
“Instead, lay your hand on the toy,
smile and say thank you. Even if the
toy is not actually relinquished, your
positive reaction shows him that his
impulse is right.”
• Love and nurture your child.
While this may appear to be obvious,
parents are usually surprised to learn
the great number of children who
grow up feeling unloved by their
parents.
In fact, believing they are unloved
is the number one reason many teens

How the future is shaped will depend upon the values children receive
in the present.
As parents work at developing
caring and sharing attitudes in their
children, the world always has a chance
at being a brighter, better and safer
place. o

Grandma Says

Learning to love math
I hate math. I have always hated
math.
I manage to do enough to figure
out my bank balance and calculate
how to cut a recipe in half, but the
finer points of advanced math remain
beyond my grasp.
When it came to the sciences that
required some tricky math, I managed
to memorize my way through, but I
am the first to admit that abstract
mathematical thinking is not my
strong suit,

So, besides avoiding the negative
personal attitudes about math, there
are many simple things that parents
can do in the early years to foster
understanding about numbers and
spatial relationships.
Very young children can learn to
recite number by rote.
Many a four-year-old can rattle
off a string of numbers all the way
up to fifty, but is flummoxed when
asked to put a cookie for each of her
friends on the plate.

Having lived without this skill for
my whole life, what’s the problem
with the attitude conveyed in my first
sentence?

Table setting helps with this oneto-one correspondence, needing a
plate, fork, and knife for each member
of the family.

The problem is that such an assertion from parents could well sour
the thinking of the kids around us.

Helping children make connections between numbers and sets of
objects—like giving five Cheerios for
the number 5—is far more meaningful
in establishing math concepts.

Researchers say that even mathphobic parents can raise kids who
enjoy and excel in math, but that
requires stopping the negative talk
about math and mixing math games,
questions, and observations into daily
life, in the same way that they do reading and spelling.

(How about saving an egg carton,
marking a different numeral in each of
the cups, and asking your youngster
to put the corresponding number of
Cheerios in each cup. That’s a fun,
math-rich snack!)

Current research continues to
indicate the importance of math to
children’s success.

Simple block-building games,
encouraging children to replicate your
stack of blocks, can teach spatial skills.

A recent study indicates that math
skills when children enter kindergarten are even stronger predictors of
later school success than reading skills
or even the ability to pay attention.

Learning spatial relationships (like
bigger and smaller or light and heavy)
is linked to math skills.

And yet the most recent results
in international student assessment
show that American students continue
to lag behind global peers, performing
below average when compared with
children in more than thirty other
industrialized nations.

Think about all the items in your
kitchen cabinets that could support
this kind of learning play, like nesting
measuring cups or different sizes of
packages.
Help your kids find the patterns
that are embedded in picture books,
like the red-stripe, green-stripe, bluestripe on the snake.

Patterns are basic to math concepts. Make a game of finding geometric shapes around the house or
when out in the car.
Here’s a fun outdoor game full
of math,
First, draw a number line with
chalk on the sidewalk. Then ask your
child to hop to the number 4, and
then to hop to the number that is
two more, and then to the one that
is three less, and so on.
Of course, you could be a good
role model, and hop to one or two
numbers yourself!
Before long, you’ll forget that you
hate math, and your youngster will be
well on the way to math proficiency! o

Behavior

Making mistakes
A child who is constantly called
names and criticized for doing the
wrong thing will have difficulty acquiring self-confidence in her ability
to act correctly. She may misbehave
simply to get attention.
Children need to learn that making mistakes is a natural part of living
and learning.
When a child does something
wrong, a parent can explain why it
was wrong.
If the mistake was unintentional,
it is important to let the child know
that everyone makes mistakes and that
mistakes should not prevent trying
again. o

Academics

Encourage writing
A parent’s positive approach to
writing as a pleasurable activity can
have rewarding results.
Just as you began talking to an
infant who could not repeat anything
recognizable back to you, you provide
the similar exposure to the art of
writing.
Build on children’s natural curiosity and encourage them to explore the
world of writing—encourage writing
play anywhere.

• Write in the snow, in the sand,
in the mud with sticks.
• Write in the icing on the pan
of brownies.
• Write on the sidewalks and
driveway.
• Write in the car, the stroller, the
grocery cart. Safe, fat crayons keep
children occupied.
• Write in restaurants. Markers and
tablets are essential diaper bag items,

although placemats make wonderful
impromptu paper. Some restaurants
provide paper puzzles and crayons.
• When you’re writing down a
grocery list, a thank you card or a
birthday greeting at home, give the
kids a piece of paper too and let
them write along with you. Children
always want to do what their parents
are doing. o

Games & Activities

Science & Nature

Hide and seek—     
the new way

How much does it weigh?

When the kids are stuck inside on
a rainy or cold day, here’s an updated
version of hide and seek that works for
any number of kids—and adults—in
any kind of location.

To conduct some experiments about how much things weigh, put your
kitchen or bathroom scale on a table along with several interesting objects
to weigh: a shoe, toy car, doll, apple, cup, a box of toothpicks, a book, a
marshmallow and anything else that looks interesting.
1. Have each person guess how much an object weighs. Then put it on
the scale and see what its weight really is.
2. Next, compare the weights of different objects. Which is heavier:
the doll or the shoe? The toy car or the apple?
3. If you’re using a bathroom scale, put it on the floor and weigh each
person who participating and line up by weight: lightest to heaviest.
Is the heaviest person the tallest?
4. Which weighs more: big objects or little objects? Try to think up
“stumpers” such as a jar of peanut butter vs. a sack of potato chips. Or a
package of marshmallows vs. a can of soup.
5. Solve this problem: How can you measure the weight of your pet
if it won’t stand still on the scale? (It’s not higher math, but it is a good
problem for older kids to solve.)
If you have more than one pet, which one weighs the most?
6. Liquids have weight, too. Everybody guess how much a gallon of
water weighs—then find out. o

Instead of hiding people, try hiding objects, such as pencils or spoons.
Seekers stay in one room while
the hider secrets ten similar objects
in another room.
The person who finds the most
gets to hide the objects the next
time. o
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Sunday

Lie on your stomach and go
around in a circle.
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Visit a pet store and look
at the fish. Maybe a snake.
Maybe not.

Monday

1

April Fools Day

At supper, talk about what
you did today.
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8
At breakfast, talk about
what you plan to do today.

14

7

What state do you live in?
Can you find it on a map?
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6

Who gets up first at your
house? Who gets up last?
When do YOU get up?
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Have a "conversation" with
Baby. Repeat every sound
she makes.
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Good Friday.

How many times can you
bounce and catch a ball
without stopping?

4
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What color is a banana?
Find four more things that
are the same color.

3

Passover begins at sundown.

Count the number of bites
it takes for you to eat lunch.
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21
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Palm Sunday

Show Baby how a wind
chime works and listen for
the sound.
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Can you spell banana?

18

Earth Day.
What can we do to take
care of our earth?
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29

16

28

Easter.

27

Count all the toes at your
house.

26

Go to the library and look
for a book about pets.

Play tug-of-war (gently)
with a scarf or towel.

25

Arbor Day

How can you look at your
back?

24

Draw some happy faces to
put on the refrigerator.

Plant a tree.

Don’t throw out those cardboard boxes! Think of ways
to adapt them as toys.
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Play with a toy truck.
Where's it going?
What will it do when it gets
there?

Find something blue in the
kitchen.

30

What words would you
use to describe the weather
today?

Talk about the safest way to
cross the street. Remember
to always look both ways
first.

23
Walk together,
hold someone's hand

Name some
animals that
might live on
a farm.
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